Call for Credit Research Proposals

We are pleased to invite applications for grants to support the research and development of credit rating methodologies. The intent of these grants is to develop, refine and study credit rating methodologies for exchange listed firms, in order to bring in new ideas and spur research in this vital area of the financial world. Applications are open to researchers from around the world. All grants awarded will include access to RMI’s database of nearly 60,000 listed firms in all major exchanges world-wide. The data on the firms include comprehensive financial statement data, equity data and any credit events that occur. The database can be accessed and used at NUS, and grants may include financial support for travel to Singapore for a short or long visit. Researchers retain the right to use and publish the methods they develop as they see fit. RMI retains the right to use the methods in full or in part in our rating activities. This may include the use of the methodology in the daily update of results on our web portal and/or publication of findings and results in the Global Credit Review. Any usage will be attributed to the contributing researchers.

For further information on our call for Credit Research proposals, please visit: www.rmi.nus.edu.sg/cri

Submission of Manuscripts for next edition of GCR

The GCR invites your submissions. All articles submitted should be sent editor@globalcreditreview.com.

If you have any questions, please contact:
Elisabeth Van Laere
GCR Deputy Editor
NUS – Risk Management Institute
Tel: (65) 6601 1149
Email: evanlaere@nus.edu.sg
Editorial team

Editor: Jin-Chuan Duan
Deputy Editors: Oliver Chen and Elisabeth Van Laere

The following RMI staff and interns have contributed to the first volume of the Global Credit Review:

Narmada Balasubramaniam  Qianqian Wan
Bharti Bhargava        Qun Wang
Huanjia Chen           Tao Wang
Beng Yan Chua          Mengze Wu
Meng Gao               Shuxin Xu
Yefeng Gong           Han Yan
Li Hou                 Xiaoxia Ye
Amit Kumar            Wenjing Yu
Dasheng Liu           Liming Zhang
Wei-Fang Niu          Wangwei Zheng
Nian Su

The following former staff and interns have made contributions as well:
Anna Doan, Meng Hua, Meiyeng Liu, Gary Low, Fei Pei, Jie Sun and Weiwei Xu.

The Global Credit Review, (ISSN# 201-4944), is published annually by the Risk Management Institute of the National University of Singapore, 21 Heng Mui Keng Terrace, Level 4, Singapore 119613. First issue published in July 2011. Copyright © 2011 by National University of Singapore. All Rights Reserved. The responsibility for facts and opinions in this publication rests exclusively with the authors and their interpretations do not necessarily reflect the opinion of NUS.